BookBub: Swipe File

$0.20 CPC / 3.35% CTR
Target: Jim Butcher
Why it works: deal, attractive creative. Mentions popular author and targets only him. Note that I
actually misspelled my own series name (!), which is sloppy, but didn’t affect the CPC. BB
readers are more focused on the image + the deal + the headline.

$0.36 CPC / 3.3% CTR
Target: multiple
Why it works: simple design with high contrast and very little distraction. Shows deal and
complete trilogy, along with some urgency (for a limited time).

3.67% CTR
Target: multiple
Why it works: similar to the creative above, simply with a different variant on the same deal and
more urgency from the deadline. Also color. Iterations can make a big difference in overall
CTR—different text, or different approaches to the images, et al.

5.4% CTR / $233 spend
Target: multiple

Why it works: prominent deal that’s enticing (two trilogies for $0.99). Close-up of the cover art,
with the woman staring directly at the viewer, draws attention.

Facebook: Swipe File

$0.19 CPC / 10.54% CTR
Targets: multiple
Why it works: red catches eye, professional image with person staring out at viewer. $0.99 deal
is prominent, short and snappy text provides a good hook. This performed decently, but CPC
would probably be lower if text wasn’t on image; it doesn’t need to be doubled up from the
headline.

Stats: $0.15 CPC / 3.5% - 4% conversion on pre-order
Targeting: Multiple
Why it works: striking image, use of new and key genre words draws the right audience. Book
cover established that it’s a book, rather than another product. Emojis help draw the eye. Would
use “shop now” instead of learn more (used by accident)—we want to sell books, so no use
trying to avoid this fact.

Stats: $0.19 unique outbound CPC / 10%+ conversion on 99c box set / $580+ ad spend
Why it works: six books for a dollar is a great deal. Image is striking and high contrast, with
different coloring (yellow) that contrasts with the Facebook News Feed (which is primarily
yellow/gray). The text is simple, but implies tension/conflict between the half-demon and
supernatural bounty hunter. Clearly signals the genre, along with the “urban fantasy” part of the
headline. Talking dog is a big draw and points to some levity/humor in the series.

